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An Imitation-based Approach to Modeling Homogenous Agents Societies (Computational Intelligence and Its Applications Series)Idea Group Publishing, 2006
In a nutshell, this book treats the methods, structures, and cases on the representation(s) of the environment in multi-agent systems. The individual agents in the systems are based on the Interactivist-Expectative Theory of Agency and Learning (IETAL). During their sojourn in the environment, the agents interact with it and build their intrinsic...
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Learning ROS for Robotics ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical, instructive, and comprehensive guide to introduce yourself to ROS, the top-notch, leading robotics framework


	Overview

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Carry out state-of-the-art Computer Vision tasks
	
		Easy to follow, practical...
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Intermediate Robot BuildingApress, 2010

	Greetings robot builder!


	Over the years, I’ve created many homemade robots (some of which, only the builder could love). However, with each successive robotic generation, I try to gradually expand my knowledge of electronics, mechanics, machining, software, and art by experimenting with new techniques, features, or parts...
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Wearable Robots: Biomechatronic ExoskeletonsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Being a multidisciplinary area involving subjects such as mechanics, electronics and computing, the

	evolution and spread of robotics to different application sectors still requires intense interaction with

	other fields of science and technology. This applies equally when dealing with wearable robots,

	meaning robotic systems that a...
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Mechatronics for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
DEVELOP THE MECHATRONIC SIDE OF YOUR GENIUS WITH 25 FUNTASTIC PROJECTS!
 If you're fascinated by electronics and mechanics, this hands-on tour of the junction where they meet will bring you hours of fun and learning. Noted electronics author Newton Braga's Mechatronics for the Evil Genius guides you step by step...
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Designing Autonomous Mobile Robots: Inside the Mind of an Intelligent MachineNewnes, 2003

	Designing Autonomous Mobile Robots introduces the reader to the fundamental concepts of this complex field. The author addresses all the pertinent topics of the electronic hardware and software of mobile robot design, with particular emphasis on the more difficult problems of control, navigation, and sensor interfacing.

	
...
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Robotic Micro-AssemblyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010


	This book deals with the current methods developed around the world on robotic

	microassembly. It is dedicated to Master’s and Ph.D. students, and also scientists

	and engineers involved in microrobotics and also in robotics. As robotic

	microassembly is a new way to manufacture microelectromechanical systems

	(MEMS),...
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Electronic InstrumentationVSSD, 2006
Basic knowledge and guidance on the operating principles and performance of analog and digital components and circuits.    

       About the Author
   
At Delft University of Technology Paul Regtien managed several research projects on robotic sensors and instrumentation. Educational activities were courses on...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 Discovery Book: A Beginner's Guide to Building and Programming RobotsNo Starch Press, 2010

	Discover the many features of the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 set. The LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 Discovery Book is the complete, illustrated, beginner's guide to MINDSTORMS that you've been looking for.

	

	The crystal clear instructions in the Discovery Book will show you how to harness the capabilities of the...
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Mechanics of Robotic Manipulation (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)A Bradford Book, 2001

	"Manipulation" refers to a variety of physical changes made to the world around us. Mechanics of Robotic Manipulation addresses one form of robotic manipulation, moving objects, and the various processes involved -- grasping, carrying, pushing, dropping, throwing, and so on. Unlike most books on the subject, it focuses on...
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Artificial Intelligence for Fashion: How AI is Revolutionizing the Fashion IndustryApress, 2018

	
		
			Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a part of the way we conduct
		
			business in every industry. The fashion industry is no exception. From
		
			product discovery to robotic manufacturing, AI has made its way into
		
			almost every segment of the fashion value chain.
		


		
			The goal of this book...
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Transactions on Intelligent Welding Manufacturing: Volume II No. 2 2018Springer, 2019

	The primary aim of this volume is to provide researchers and engineers from both academia and industry with up-to-date coverage of recent advances in the fields of robotic welding, intelligent systems and automation. It gathers selected papers from the 2018 International Conference on Robotic Welding, Intelligence and Automation (RWIA 2018),...
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